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XIX International, a Trade Management Consulting Firm, to Setup Offices in China
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Shanghai, China--(Newsfile Corp. - September 27, 2023) - XIX International trade

management consulting firm with headquarters based in Dubai, United Arab Emirates is

looking to expand horizons to Asia and setup offices in China.
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XIX International has been consulting international clients from the US, the Middle East and

Asia Pacific. The firm's partners have set a target to enter Asia market for trade

management business and China is the main hub for global trade in the region.

China has world's largest trade channels and supply chains for almost any product in almost

all sectors which leads to high buying power from the US, Europe and MENA region. While

clients may not be familiar in dealing in cultural differences with Chinese companies, XIX

International tends to solve cultural differences and communication issues and provide

smooth assistance towards international trade management especially when contracting

with Chinese companies.

XIX International has set a target to open up offices either in Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou

or Shenzhen and even Hong Kong as Hong Kong is the financial trade center for global trade

and hot spot for China's import and export.

About XIX International

XIX International is a professional trade management consulting firm providing services to

international clients who buy and sell products in global markets. XIX International helps

clients to navigate through the deal process and manage important aspects of a trade deal

including contracting, manufacturing and production processes, logistics, and sales and

marketing. XIX International specializes to provide best client services and guidance to

navigate international markets.

To learn more about the firm, visit https://xix.international

Contact

XIX International

consulting@xix.international

https://xix.international

To view the source version of this press release, please visit

https://www.newsfilecorp.com/release/181820
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KER.PA 410.65 +1.20 +0.29%
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1. US mulls pushing banks to curb leveraged
trading by hedge funds - Bloomberg
News

2. The average long-term US mortgage rate
surges to 7.63%, holding at highest level
since 2000

3. Stocks edge up amid surging Treasury
yields as Powell warns inflation 'too high':
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4. Treasury selloff will end in Q4 as oil prices
spike -Goldman Sachs
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